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Nasolacrimal way of stem cells implantation

Abstract

Hypothesis on migration of stem cells to injured brain region after introduction of stem cells into nasolacrimal duct has been experimentally verified on Wistar rats (n=7). Fluorescent stem cells have been detected in the injured region of frontal cerebral cortex using confocal microscopy in 20 hours after implantation of mesenchymal stem cells into nasolacrimal duct of rats.
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Introduction

Modern cell technologies quickly became the usual approach in complex treatment of patients with various diseases of the brain and spinal cord.1-4 There are systemic and local methods as the dominant ways of introducing stem cells (SC) in traumas, strokes and other destructive processes. Intravenous and intra-arterial ways of introducing SC suspension are the most popular among systemic methods.5,6 Specialists also use local methods of SC delivery to the brain, which include skull trepanation, laminectomy, and the SC introduction into cerebrospinal fluid.5,7 Additional surgical interventions (trepanation, laminectomy, suboccipital or lumbar puncture), as well as damage of significant number of SC on the way from the site of injection to the area of destruction are the disadvantages of these methods. In this regard, scientists offer alternative ways of SC introduction to the brain and spinal cord.

Specialists develop methods for correcting pathological processes in the brain after inserting a suspension of SC into the submucosa of nasal cavity.5,8 SC migrate along the nerve fibers of olfactory nerve from nasal cavity to the site of brain destruction.11 It is worth noting that the intranasal method is based on the use of natural migration of immunocompetent and tumor cells beside the cranial nerves.12 SC drift along the olfactory nerve mostly into the anterior cranial fossa, where the central nuclei of the olfactory nerve are located.1,5,13 The Ethics Committee of the Institute of Physiology of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus allows the injection of SC into the submucosal layer of the nasal cavity only under anesthesia to avoid possible problems. In this regard, repeated additional anesthesia in patients with impaired brain function is a negative side for this method. The authors of the article decided to level this disadvantage. It was necessary to suggest an alternative method, which has a minimum of side effects.

We decided to verify our hypothesis on possible SC migration to injured brain region after mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) introduction into nasolacrimal duct. It is known that clinicians widely apply introduction of various drugs into nasolacrimal sac in humans without anesthesia. The exit from the nasolacrimal duct is located in the muscosa of inferior turbinate of nasal cavity. Therefore, in patients it is feasible to carry out the dosed delivery of stem cells to the receptive region of the olfactory nerve without anesthesia. Unfortunately, the search for “stem cell nasolacrimal implantation” and “stem cell nasolacrimal application” found no matching documents in PubMed.

We verified the method of SC delivery via nasolacrimal duct of rats in order to test this hypothesis. MSC were isolated from adipose tissue in female rats and cultivated for 6 days for cell mass gain at the early stage of the experiment. The experiments were performed on Wistar rats (n=7) anesthetized with ketamine-xylazine-acepromazine cocktail (55.6, 5.5, and 1.1 mg / kg, respectively) at the close of cultivation stage. Aspiration was used to remove 0.3mm² of brain tissue in a stereotactic apparatus after trepanation in the right frontal region. The surgeon then introduced 100µl (10,000) cells of MSC suspension into the right nasolacrimal duct using Hamilton syringe. MSC were pre-labeled with CD90 and FITC by the traditional method.14 Eye surface has been washed with normal saline in 10 minutes after MSC application. Follow-up did not reveal any side effects from animals’ eyes and behavior. Horizontal brain sections (100 µm in thickness) have been made using freezing microtome in twenty hours after the surgery. Then the analysis of fluorescent stem cells distribution along the edge of the trauma have been performed using the confocal microscope (Zeiss AxioVert 200M fluorescence microscope with Zeiss AxioCam HRm CCD camera) (Figure 1). Fluorescent signal was registered within 515-565 nm as selected by Zeiss FITC filter set.

Figure 1 shows trail of fluorescent elements along the border of injured brain region in right frontal cerebral area. Therefore, MSC begin centralizing in the injured brain region in 20 hours after their implantation into nasolacrimal duct. Thus, the hypothesis on the feasibility of nasolacrimal route usage for introduction of stem cells into the brain to restore brain functions after trauma or stroke was positively verified under experimental conditions.
Figure 1 Three-dimensional model of stem cells distribution at the edge of injured brain region. Each square side is 10μm in length.
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